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ABSTRACT

An internet based automated production management system based shopping system has been
implemented that permits a customer to submit online orders for items and/or services from a
store that serves both walk-in customers and online customers. The online shopping system
presents an online display of an order cut off time and an associated delivery window for items
selected by the customer. The system accepts the customer's submission of a purchase order
for the item in response to a time of submission being before the order cut off time. The online
shopping system does not settle with a credit supplier of the customer until the item selected
by the customer is picked from inventory but before it is delivered. This project titled “An
Internet Based Automated Production Management System” provides detailed information
about various products in different categories and deals with the customer by making an
agreement. This system is an automated web based application system that provides the
advantages such as saving the time, facilitating to buy product at anytime from anywhere. The
administrator can update their products through database and maintain relationship with
customers by sending information about new products and different types of offers through
email at any time.
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Chapter 1 : Introduction
1.1

Introduction

The web technology is one of the most revolutionary technologies that changes the business
environment and has a dramatic impact on the future of electronic commerce. The feature of
“An Internet Based Automated Production Management System” will accelerate the shift
of the power toward the users, which will lead to functional changes in the way companies
relate to their clients and compete with one another. More and more companies set up their
own corporate LANs by Intranet; apply Extranet and Internet to work collaboratively with their
clients, Vendors, and partners.
An Internet Based Automated Production Management System is defined as Supplier’s
Information, Client’s Information, SR Information, Products List (Raw and Produced),
Purchase, return to, Consumption, Produce Products, Inventory (Raw and Produce), Damage
Products, Order Received, Sales, return from, Payable/Receivable Due, Payment
Made/Received, Bank Transaction and Expenditure. As the fastest growing manufacturing
company Web Based Production Management System offers functionality and new ways of
doing business that no company can afford to ignore. The benefits include cost saving,
information consistency, better client and supplier relationship, competitive advantages, and
convenience of doing business.

1.2

Objectives

Main objective for this project are as follows: 

To learn and adapt the programming languages used in the development of this
software.



To provide support on this software so that other student programmers can learn, create
and integrate modules to this software.

 To learn how to run and maintain a Web Based Production Management System so that
we can perform in the job sector regarding these situations.

[1]

1.3

Features

Features of the project comparing with manual system:

Features

Manual System

Computerized Automated
System

Suppliers Information

Manual, not organized

Organized Database

Clients Information

Manual, not organized

Organized Database

SR Information

Manual, not organized

Organized Database

Products List (Raw & Produce)

Scattered List

Stored in database

Purchase

Manual ledger

Structured Form based

Return To

Manual ledger

Organized Database

Consumption

Manual record, not organized

Stored in database

Produce

Manual record, not organized

Stored in database

Inventory (Raw & Produce)

Requires counting

Stored in database

Damage

No record

Stored in database

Order Received

Paper-based, not organized

Structured Form based

Sales

Manual ledger

Stored in database

Return From

No record

Stored in database

Payable Due

Manual ledger

Stored in database

Payment Made

Manual ledger

Stored in database

Receivable Due

Manual ledger

Stored in database

Payment Received

Manual ledger

Stored in database

Bank Transaction

Manual ledger

Stored in database

Expenditure

Manual ledger

Stored in database

User Authentication

Not available

ID, Password

Reports

Time consuming

Automated, retreat from database

[2]

1.4

Scope of the Work

The context diagram of the project works is depicted below:

User
Access
Supplier
info

Product
info

Customer
info

Automated
Production
Management
SYSTEM

Raw
Material
Info

SR Info

Sale info

Accounts
Info

Purchase
Info

Figure 1.1: Context Diagram

[3]

1.5

Organization of the Project

The Organization of this project is arranged in 10 chapters including Introduction and
Conclusions. The Chapter 2contains: Research and reviews of different relevant projects,
overview of the project and summary includes the research and reviews (Case study) as well
as the overview of this Project, while the Chapter 3 contains: introduction, architectural design,
interface design, software process model, data flow diagram, database design, schema diagram,
data dictionary and summary covers all the technical aspects of the development of a (Project
Management System)PMS including – the System architecture, the Lifecycle Model, the
Process Model, ERD, DFD, the Database design, Data Dictionary etc. Chapter 4 contains:
development and implementation tools, analysis and summary deals with the Implementation
and Analysis of the Project. Next, Chapter 5 contains: input (forms) and output (inserted data)
and summary demonstrates the Inputs (Forms) and Outputs (Inserted Data) and the Chapter
6contains: report format shows the Reporting formats. After that, the Chapter 7 contains:
findings, comparative analysis and summary focuses on Findings and Comparative Analysis
including some indication of Future development works. And finally the document ends with
the Summary and Conclusion in Chapter 8 contains: conclusion and future work followed by
the References in Chapter 9 contains: References.

1.6

Summary

In this chapter the features of Automated Production Management System with internet based
facilities containing objectives, features and scope of the works. have been identified and the
scope of the Project has also been defined.

[4]

Chapter 2 : Review Works
2.1

Introduction

In order to understand the scope and the opportunity of the project, several documents and
systems have been studied and reviewed. Some of the important articles are cited and compared
here with the proposed system.

2.2

Research and Reviews of Different Relevant Projects

Review 1: Development of inventory management system for a manufacturing Industry.

[5]

Review 2: Computerized inventory management for a manufacturing industry: A case
study in Nigeria
By Emmanuel SeyeOwoeye, Samuel BabatopeAdejuyigbe, BukolaOlalekan Bolaji1 and A.F.
Adekoya

[6]

Review 4: Inventory Management – Manufacturing/Services
Downloaded on November 2018
Women’s Enterprise Centre On-Line Resource Library
www.womensenterprise.ca

[7]

The summary of the review works is identified and presented summarized in following table.

2.3

Overview of the Project

The basics of web programming, the standards of web development, the logical sequence and
MVC (Model View and Controller) development tools using the diagrams along with their
descriptions have been studied, realized and analyzed before their implementations in this
work.

First of all, it is tried to find out the answers of the following identified questions to develop an
automated production management system.


How web developers work as a team?



How to build an effective web based software?



Which things are necessary to create a secure infrastructure of software?



Which architectural design is suitable for our projects and why?



Who will be benefited from our project?



What will be the life cycle of our project?



Will there any further development or future plan for our project?



Will it help and guide students to learn something useful from our project?

[8]

To find out information about our topic and to learn the answers to our research questions, we
read analyzed and justified various websites as well discuss our supervisor and other web
developers to get a better overview and focus on the MVC design pattern.

Our supervisor provided guidelines and we collected copies of reference documents related to
numerous projects available in our university library. We also browse the internet for additional
information regarding design, development and programming. We have completed this
research on this particular project on our own. Because our team consists of three members and
we divided our works into three parts and these parts are:


Design and Documenting



Testing and Research



Coding and Implementation

We have written brief paragraphs and captions to explain our charts and other information. A
list of this sources we used during development is at the end of this documentation in
“References” section.

2.4

Summary

In this Chapter, several documents and systems of automated production management system
have been studied and reviewed in order to understand the scope and the opportunity of the
project. And some of the important articles are cited and compared here with the proposed
system as well.

[9]

Chapter 3 : Project Management System
3.1

Introduction

To design software and deal with the issues raised previously experienced and design
methodologies, a designer must use a variety of techniques to achieve particular effects. These
techniques relate to information-shaping skills to meet users’ needs. Like many aspects of web
development, design techniques, are an art in them, and having a good repertoire of these
increase the value of a web designer.

3.2

Architectural Design

Software architecture is a description of the subsystems and component of a software system
and the relationships between them.
Architectural Diagram of Web Based Production Management System.

End

Start

Reports

Login

Process

Database

Storage

Figure 3.1: Architectural Diagram

User job is login this system, when user is valid then “Process” will be count and store the
database.

[10]

3.3

Interface Design

[11]

Accessibility:
Is an emerging web interface design topic; if not addressed, it will negatively influence web
site usability for users with certain disabilities; tools that help users access your site in
alternative formats e.g. text, aural, visual provide for increased functionality.


Access VT- Accessible Web Design



Assistive Technologies at Virginia Tech



Web Accessibility

Interface of Web Based Production Management System.

Header

Menu Bar

Content

Footer

Figure 3.2: Interface of Web Based Production Management System

[12]

3.4

Software Process Model

[13]

[14]

[15]

Entity of Web Based Production Management System

Figure 3.4: Attributes of users

Figure 3.5: Attributes of clients

[16]

Figure 3.6: Attributes of suppliers

Figure 3.7: Attributes of Products

[17]

Figure 3.8: Attributes of Sales Representative (SR)

Figure 3.9: Attributes of Expenditure

Figure 3.10: Attributes of bank

[18]

Figure 3.11: Attributes of bank transaction

Figure 3.12: Attributes of consumption

Figure 3.13: Attributes of damage

[19]

Figure 3.14: Attributes of orders

Figure 3.15: Attributes of produce

Figure 3.16: Attributes of returns

[20]

Figure 3.17: Attributes of purchase

Figure 3.18: Attributes of sales

Figure 3.19: Attributes of payment

[21]

Entity Relationship Diagram
The entity relationship diagram of the proposed system has been designed, developed and
presented below.

Figure 3.20: ER-Diagram of PMS

[22]

3.5

Data Flow Diagram

[23]

Figure 3.22: Data Flow Diagram for Manager

[24]

Figure 3.23: Data Flow Diagram for Accountant

[25]

3.6

Database Design

[26]

[27]

Database Structure on “phpMyAdmin”:
Database design is the process of producing a detailed data model of database. This logical data
model contains all the needed logical and physical design choices and physical storage
parameters needed to generate a design in a Data Definition Language (DDL), which can then
be used to create a database. A fully attributed data model contains detailed attributes for each
entity.
Database

Table Name: suppliers

[28]

Table Name: clients

Table Name: Sales Representative (SR)

Table Name: products

Table Name: purchase_details

[29]

Table Name: consumption_details

Table Name: produce_details

Table Name: damage_details

Table Name: return_details

Table Name: order_details

Table Name: sales_details

[30]

Table Name: payment

Table Name: bank_transaction

Table Name: expenditure

Table Name: users

[31]

3.7

Schema Diagram

The Diagram provided is only reference material for database administrators and applications
developers. At no time should any of the data in the ArcSDE or geo-database system tables be
manipulated directly, for example with SQL, ArcSDE and ArcInfo manage and populate these
tables.

Figure 3.24: Schema Diagram of Production Management System

[32]

3.8

Data Dictionary

[33]

[34]

[35]

[36]

[37]

[38]

[39]

3.9

Summary

In this Chapter, all the technical aspects of the development of an Internet Based Automated
Production Management System have been defined, including – the System architecture, the
Lifecycle Model, the Process Model, ERD, DFD, the Database design, Data Dictionary etc.

[40]

Chapter 4 : Implementation and Analysis
4.1

Introduction

This Chapter will cover the description of all the development tools and the implementation
process required as well as the Analysis of the Internet Based Automated Production
Management System.

4.2

Development and Implementation Tools

As our system is web based, so we have used web technologies for the development of both
front end and back end.

The front end comprised with: 

HTML



CSS



JavaScript



jQuery



Bootstrap

On the other hand, in the back end we have a server which is designed and manipulated by: 

Code igniter



PHP



MySQL



Adobe Dreamweaver



XAMPP

[41]

Figure 4.1: Web Page Application Architecture

The basic form of a HTML page is like following: -

[42]

[43]

[44]

[45]

[46]

4.3

Analysis

Dashboard

4.4

Summary

This Chapter has covered the description of all the development tools and the implementation
process required as well as the Analysis of the Internet Based Automated Production
Management System.

[47]

Chapter 5 : Inputs and Outputs
5.1

Introduction

It is very important to design and develop the Inputs and Outputs formats of a computer-based
system, in order to ensure the data flow and to determine the data structure as well. Therefore,
this chapter demonstrates the Inputs (Forms) and Outputs (Inserted Data).

5.2

Input (Forms) and Output (inserted data)

The login page of browser is given below.
Login

[48]

Add/Edit Supplier

Add/Edit Client

[49]

Add/Edit Sales Representative (SR)

Add/Edit Product

[50]

Purchase History

Return to History

Consumption History

[51]

Produce Products History

Products Inventory (Raw)

Products Inventory (Produce)

[52]

Re-order Level

Damage History

Orders History

[53]

Sales History

Return from History

Payable Due

[54]

Payment Made History

Receivable Due

Payment Received History

[55]

Bank Information

Transaction History

Expenditure History

[56]

Reports

5.3

Summary

In order to ensure the data flow and to determine the data structure as well, it is very important
to design and develop the Inputs and Outputs formats of a computer-based system, Therefore,
this chapter demonstrated the Inputs (Forms) and Outputs (Inserted Data).

[57]

Chapter 6 : Report Generation
6.1

Report Formats

The sample reports of the developed system are given below:

Purchase Report:

Return to Report:

[58]

Consumption Report:

Produce Products report:

[59]

Damage report:

Order report:

[60]

Sales report:

Return from report:

[61]

Chapter 7 : Findings and Comparative Analysis
7.1

Findings

The Production Management is very much dependent on the inventory of raw material as well
as the produced goods, and the inventory is dependent on the purchase and sales information
as well as damage and return information. Hence, all the Production Management System keeps
a good track of the inventory, whether it is a computerized automated system or a simple paper
based manual system.
After analyzing and comparing the Internet based Automated Production Management System
with the manual operations of the Production Management, it is found that the automated PMS
is more secure, time saving which in turn saves money, it also maintains the consistency of
data with structured database which makes the record keeping and Report generation very
simple and easy. On the other hand, the conventional manual system is mostly based on paper
based day-to-day record keeping which require lots of man-hour to calculate and count the
inventory, not to mention the effort and the man-hour required for any report generation.
However, even the automated system is also dependent on manual inputs; therefore, it is very
important to carefully enter the data into the system in order to maintain the accuracy as well
as the consistency of the reports and information.

[62]

7.2

Comparative Analysis

The comparative analysis of the manual system and the internet based automated PMS is
given below with the features.

Features
Security / Accessibility
Structure of Information
Time consumption

Paperwork

Consistency
Record Keeping

Report Generation

7.3

Manual System
Not secured, anyone can
access.
Not structured, scattered
information
More time consuming than
computerized system

Automated PMS
Secured with user ID and
Password.
Structured databased
oriented information
Time consumption is
significantly less than
manual system
Lots of paperwork which
No paperwork for
require additional storage
information storing and
processing
Data is not always consistent Data is always consistent
in manual system
once it is entered
Record keeping is always
Record keeping is very
hectic and there is no error
simple in form based user
detection in manual system
interface with autofill
options
Report generation is very
Report generating is very
time consuming and require easy with just few clicks
lots of resources

Summary

This Chapter had focused Findings and Comparative Analysis including some indication of
Future development works.

[63]

Chapter 8 : Summary and Conclusions
8.1

Summary

Several tools have been used in the proposed system to make it efficient one. The developed system is
very user friendly and tidy with proper information with various distributors. Many problems have been
faced during implementing this project, those problems are overcome using help from different books
and tutorial based websites. It could not be completed some sectors of the site became of shortage of
times, it has helped to present a project through DFD, Activity, E-R Diagram, and Schema Diagram
graphically in front of the users. It works perfectly and also very interesting and exciting experience for
developing this project.

8.2

Conclusion

Several automated production management systems for shopping are studied and analyzed and
a comparison chart with the manual system is printed. All the features of the production
management system are identified, that helps to understand a clear concept about the working
process of the manual and automated production managed system. Based on all the features, a
new production management system has been designed, developed and implemented on a real
life example that is on the “Desh Bangla Rubber and Plastic” which is worked on the internet
based environment. So that one can easily works on the system from anywhere and anytime to
perform all sorts of actions related to production management. To test the working process of
the product system, sample data are inputted are processed them and finally several outputs are
found those are produced here. The developed this system is an automated web based
application system that provides the advantages such as saving the time, facilitating to buy
product. The administrator can update their products through database and maintain
relationship with customers by sending information about new products and different types of
offers through email at any time.

[64]

8.3

Future Work

The software is designed and developed to meet the client’s immediate requirements, but still
there are lots of features that can be added in the future. For example:


Barcode reading facility



Warehouse/storage facility



Automatic SMS/mail notification



More detailed reports



Add more dynamic characteristics

[65]
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